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 u European Journal of Social Theory (European Social Science Council) | EJOST[2]: The journal includes contributions to the
original and applied social sciences, including history and culture, economy and society, law, politics, and social policy. The

scope of the journal is multidisciplinary and international in order to achieve its goal to publish high quality contributions from
all over Europe. All fields of studies can contribute to this open access journal. Accepted manuscripts should be unpublished
and have a length of more than 3 pages (excluding references) and are written in English or German. You will find further
information on our website. Terrorism: Perspectives on Conflict, Peace, and Security[5] ( Springer, 2015) According to
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contemporary sources, rumors of a conspiracy to kill the Kaiser (Emperor of Germany) first surfaced in the UK shortly after the
death of John Wilkes Booth, the assassin of Abraham Lincoln, in 1865. The alleged perpetrators were a group of influential

Russian emigrants living in England who were purportedly plotting to kill the Kaiser because of his opposition to the Allies in
the recently concluded World War I. In this chapter we discuss some of the early post-rebellion theories about the 'Great War' as
a conspiracy to subjugate Germany. Textbook of Human Genetics[2] (Springer, 2011) “Historical Context. Medical genetics has

grown out of the theories and practices of the mid-nineteenth century. The dawn of molecular biology in the 1960s and 1970s
led to a major resurgence in human genetics, and an increase in the amount of data that were collected and archived. The recent

development of personal genomics and the potential of whole-genome sequencing have also stimulated a new interest in the
history of human genetics.” “Key Concepts. The textbook of human genetics will examine the development of genetics from the

first recorded observations of inheritance of disease, in pre-historical times, through the French school of heredity, to the
identification of the genes causing specific inherited disorders, and to the modern human genome sequencing projects. ” “Open
Access. The textbook is freely available as a PDF on our website and on the Oxford University Press Open Book program. We
also provide a mirror version of the textbook on the World-Wide-Web.” Here we examine how Spanish liberals and German

socialist intellectuals in the nineteenth century used concepts of race to make sense of their modern European cultural contexts.
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